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Abstract: Three types of bi-layer hybrid nanocomposites on the base of perfluorinated
cation-exchange membrane MF-4SC (Russian analogue of Nafion®-117) were synthesized and
characterized. It was found that two membranes possess the noticeable asymmetry of the
current–voltage curve (CVC) under changing their orientation towards the applied electric field,
despite the absence of asymmetry of diffusion permeability. These phenomena were explained
in the frame of the “fine-porous model” expanded for bi-layer membranes. A special procedure
to calculate the real values of the diffusion layers thickness and the limiting current density was
proposed. Due to asymmetry effects of the current voltage curves of bi-layer hybrid membranes on
the base of MF-4SC, halloysite nanotubes and platinum nanoparticles, it is prospective to assemble
membrane switches (membrane relays or diodes) with predictable transport properties, founded
upon the theory developed here.
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1. Introduction

Ion-exchange membranes are intensively used in fuel cells [1], as well as in electrolysis,
dialysis, electrodialysis, and other membrane methods for obtaining, separating, and purifying
various mixtures in sensors and transducers during gas transportation [2]. The most extensively
applied materials for such membrane types are Nafion-117®, produced by DuPont de Nemours
(Wilmington, DE, USA), and its analogues, such as MF-4SC (LTD Plastpolymer, Saint Petersburg,
Russia) and Dow (Dow, Midland, MI, USA) [3,4]. Incorporation in polymer frame-varying modifiers
influences physicochemical properties, for example, ion transport, mechanical properties, diffusion,
and electroosmotic permeability. One of approaches to improve efficiency of transport properties,
as well as reducing fuel cell cost, is use of cheap natural modifiers capable of forming a nanoporous
membrane structure, which is necessary for ion transport process. In this regard, aluminosilicate
nanotubes (halloysite) and their variations, which are ecologically safe, obtainable, and cheap [5], can be
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